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LETTER FROM THE CEO

In 2013, SITAWI made a further Commitment to Action with Clinton Global Initiative

Dear friends,

2013 was full of  for SITAWI: we returned to operating "in the black," we established a strategic partnership which allows us to news

advise on social and environmental issues for a significant volume of assets, and we multiplied our impact.

Expanding on the concept of Finance for Good, at the beginning of the year we established a strategic partnership with a research and 

advisory team led by Gustavo Pimentel, who was recently elected the second-best corporate sustainability consultant in the world. Now, 

not only do we develop and operate financial solutions that make  more impactful by incorporating financial and philanthropic capital

business concerns into its use, we also advise  investors on incorporating  in the traditional capital social and environmental impact

investment decision-making processes. This intersection of concepts complements our work with social businesses, allowing us to look 

at every point of the social impact and financial return spectrum, thereby creating .greater impact

We provided R$ 1.2 million in funding to eight organizations, benefitting more than 80,000 people, including four new Social Loans, with 

no default. As point of reference, between 2009 and 2012 SITAWI had disbursed a cumulative total of R$ 2.1 million, reaching 24,000 

people. The significant increase in disbursements reflects SITAWI's matured  better aligned with market needs: Social offering of solutions

Loans, Fund Management for Large Donors and Consulting.

These results brought greater recognition and visibility: the  selected us  to participate in their annual event (where Clinton Global Initiative

we committed to disburse US$5 million to the social sector by 2016) and we were profiled in Globo Cidadania, on the Globo television 

network, among others. (2.10)

Finally,  both in fund management, operating five funds over the year, and in donations for operations.   A we improved our financial results

highlight was our first annual dinner for supporters, where Armínio Fraga was our special guest. As a result we were able to close a two-

year cycle of deficits with a surplus (R$ 21,000). We achieved this result in a context of i and impact (and budget), giving ncreasing scale 

us greater confidence in furthering our mission.

In 2014 we are planning to launch thematic social funds, publish a study of mergers and structured collaborations in the social sector, 

and, of course, achieve greater impact. But all this is made possible by our supporters who join us on this journey.

Thank you for being part of our mission,

CEO SITAWI - Finance for Good
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SITAWI - Finance for Good is a Brazilian social organization serving the public interest (OSCIP), which acts as a think-and-do tank: we 
develop and operate innovative financial solutions for social and environmental impact, including Social Loans and Social Fund 
Management for Large Donors, and we advise investors on how to include social and environmental issues in investment analysis and 
management. In this way, we further our mission and the concept of Finance for Good: more capital, more types of capital, coupled with 
thoughtful and efficient allocation of capital to transform more lives! (2.1, 2.2, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7.)

SITAWI has developed expertise to model and monitor corporations' social and 

environmental impact, and advises financial institutions (banks, insurers, pension 

funds and asset managers) on incorporating social and environmental issues in their 

business strategies, product development, risk analysis, and investments. Beyond 

offering Research and Advisory services, SITAWI also provides consulting for 

development agencies, investors and corporations interested in developing models 

for Social Businesses

The Social/Environmental Loan was SITAWI's original product. We believe that providing social 

enterprises and organizations with easier and less bureaucratic access to financial resources 

generates solid, significant and long-term results. Providing financial support to organizations that 

generate clear social and environmental impact is fundamental to SITAWI. We qualitatively analyze 

interested organizations, identifying their activities, results, and outcomes. After the loan is approved, 

we work together to select impact indicators and require the organizations supported to quantitatively 

measure their impact every six months. 

SITAWI created  Social Fund Management for Large Donors at the end of 2011, with an 

aim of bringing more resources to the Brazilian social sector. For each fund SITAWI 

manages the flow of financial resources.  Capital enters the funds as donations and are 

distributed as social loans or other payments to initiatives that create or support the 

creation of social impact. In the United States, "donor-advised funds" are relatively 

common, but SITAWI is one very few organizations in Brazil offering this tool, which 

allows philanthropists and corporations the opportunity to support social and 

environmental initiatives aligned with their interests in a flexible, nimble, and transparent 

manner.

SOCIAL FUND MANAGEMENT

CONSULTING

SOCIAL LOANS

(4.15, NGO3) 
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SOCIAL FUND MANAGEMENT

We began 2013 with three active Social Funds and opened two more: one with Dow Chemical and another in partnership with Instituto 

Camargo Corrêa (ICC) and BNDES, the national development bank. With five active funds, we reached a total of R$ 833,000 in contributions 

to these funds over the course of the year.

With this strong growth in Social Fund Management for Large Donors, SITAWI disbursed more than R$1 million in donations, payments, and 

social loans to support initiatives creating social and environmental impact, closing 2013 with R$2.4 million in funds under management.

(4.15)   

Dow Chemical is a global company, which delivers diverse technological products in performance chemicals, advanced materials, 

agricultural sciences and plastics. As part of its corporate citizenship, it supports programs in STEM areas (science, technology, 

engineering and mathematics).

With this goal, Dow approached SITAWI to develop a solution to manage the flow of resources to an initiative providing educational 

software in Chemistry for public schools in the city of Rio de Janeiro, following company policies.

Dow identified its partner to develop the software (EvoBooks), and, with SITAWI's support, was able to finance the initiative on time and 

provide a hi-tech tool for up to 43,000 students in Rio de Janeiro.

Process of Social Fund Management by SITAWI:

Flexibility

Ease of use

Speed

Control

Transparency

Main benefits versus creating independent structures:

1.The Sponsor allocates capital with a one-time or periodic  
   donation (with tax incentives where applicable)
2. The fund can be open to third-party contributions if desired
3. The fund's mandate is defined in terms of governance, 
    investment rules, reporting, etc.
4. SITAWI executes financial transfers and can provide advice or 
    support in Strategy and Governance, Operational or Financial 
    modules
5. Capital can be disbursed in the form of Donations, Loans, 
    Services, Research or other types of support
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Solidarium is a social business based in Curitiba with a mission to "build a genuine Brazil, rich in diversity, not inequality" using a network of 

clients, ambassadors, artisans, cooperatives, artists and shops.  SITAWI made its first working capital loan to Solidarium in 2009, to complete 

an order with Walmart to produce recycled plastic bags. In 2013, SITAWI opened a new chapter in this history of cooperation.

Solidarium decided to further expand by transforming its business into an online marketplace. By the end of 2013 and with SITAWI's support, 

this marketplace had more than 8,000 artisans, the vast majority of them women, selling their handicrafts online.

In October 2013, SITAWI granted another loan for R$64,000 to support a partnership between Solidarium and Associação Pró-Amazônia, 

which works with Yanomami tribes in Amazonia to encourage tribes to value their cultural heritage and promote fair trade in indigenous 

handicrafts. The aim of the loan is to enable artisans to meet the demands of an order from a large Brazilian chain store for traditional handicrafts 

produced with sustainable materials. For the first time, SITAWI is supporting an initiative in Amazonia and is collaborating to generate income in 

four indigenous communities in one of the most remote regions of Brazil.

SOCIAL LOANS

In 2013, SITAWI reached a cumulative total of R$2 million in loans granted. We also disbursed our first loans from the Family C Social Fund, 
using SITAWI's expertise to fund and multiply the resources available to the social sector. As well as increasing the resources already disbursed 
to the social sector, this growth also demonstrates the recognition that social loans have gained over recent years. 
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Social Business - We support development agencies, investors and corporations to create business models with social impact and strategies 

to work with the social enterprise sector.

In 2013, we modeled a business to distribute solar lamps in Amazonia, and produced the Social Business Marathon event with SEBRAE, the 

Brazilian assistance service for micro and small enterprises, providing training and mentorship to 52 social entrepreneurs launching or scaling 

up their businesses.

ESG Advisory - We advise financial institutions and corporations on incorporating ESG issues in their business strategies, product 

development, risk analysis and investments.

In 2013, we advised institutions that manage R$1 trillion in assets, and were responsible for preparing the environmental questionnaire in the 

Corporate Sustainability Index (ISE) for these institutions. Our clients are leaders in implementing the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI).

ESG Research - We model the impact of ESG issues on businesses. Our analyses can generate alerts on controversial issues in the market 

place, ESG ratings, or specific inputs for the business valuations. We analyze sectors and themes, covering more than 100 Brazilian 

companies.

In 2013, we published the report "Unburnable Carbon: Is Brazil avoiding the carbon bubble?" to inform investors of the risks of the carbon 

bubble and its impact on businesses and the economy.

CONSULTING 

PRINCIPAL FOCUS AREAS

In 2011, SITAWI changed its funding strategy to prioritize income-generation through new social finance products and fundraising for 

operational expenses.

At the beginning of 2013, SITAWI had the opportunity for a strategic partnership with a group of sustainable finance specialists, led by Gustavo 

Pimentel. This group, now operating under the flag of Finance for Good, executed 15 projects in 2013 for financial institutions, corporations, 

development agencies, and research companies, placing SITAWI in 11th place in the Independent Research in Responsible Investment 2013 

ranking of the best global ESG (Environment, Social, Government) research houses for investors.
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SITAWI systematically monitors the performance of the organizations it supports. Since 2012, we use, where applicable, indicators using 

the IRIS framework (Impact Reporting & Investment Standards), a social-impact metrics framework developed by Acumen Fund, B Lab 

and Rockefeller Foundation.

This monitoring allows us to test our hypothesis that improving access to financial resources and management results in greater impact 

and more opportunities for less advantaged populations.

Clients and SITAWI jointly select the most relevant social impact indicators measured every six months. These indicators vary from 

organization to organization and include number of people served, number of women or young people trained, or even the number of 

hectares under conservation.

SOCIAL IMPACT

SOCIAL IMPACT IN REVIEW - 2013

Client systems were unable to distinguish gender and/or income.

Total does not include 43,000 students with access to EvoBooks software as SITAWI was unable to monitor levels of usage to IRIS standards.
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Social Loan
 Family C:

 Solidarium, Project Solidarium.net

Disbursement
 Social Fund
 Mais Unidos:

 Aliança da Terra 

Social Fund ICC Opened

Social Loan
 SITAWI:

 Pipa Social
 

 Social Fund DOW Opened
 

 Disbursement
 Social Fund

DOW:
 Evo Books

Disbursement
Social Fund

MMX:
CEFET Minas

EVENTS

PRESS
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HIGHLIGHTS 2013

Skoll World Forum on Social Entrepreneurship

Class on Entrepreneurship, PUC, Rio de Janeiro

Synergos Fellows Meeting

PRI Brazil Signatory Workshop

Workshop Facilitation ISE BMF BOVESPA

HBS Social Enterprise 

Conference (Boston)

Visit of Executive MBA 

class from LBS

 Lecture for Berkeley 

MBAs (Casa do Saber)

Launch of Unburnable 

Carbon report

Entrepreneurship Study Talk 

Rotterdam School 

of Management

ISE Public Audience

 Sebrae UPPs Talk 

on Fundraising

TV Cultura
Valor Econômico

Capital Aberto Magazine
Folha de São Paulo Newspaper

Valor Econômico Magazine

O Globo Newspaper and 

Online (Mauro Ventura)

TV Cultura Band News

Investidor Institucional 

Record Network
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Disbursement
 Social Fund
 Mais Unidos:

 Enable Educação 

Social Loan
Family C:

CIES
Project Hora Certa Disbursement

 Social Fund
MMX:

 CEFET Minas

Social Loan
 SITAWI:

 Solidarium, 
Project Pro-AmazôniaDisbursement

 Social Fund
 Mais Unidos:

 Aliança da Terra
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ESG Finance Week (Scotland)

Itaú Investment Consultants Event

Agência de Redes Workshop

Fundraising

IBEF SP

BMW Foundation (China)

HSG Conference on 

Impact Investing

Ethos Conference

CEBDS Sustentável

PRI (South Africa)

Opportunity Collaboration 

(Mexico)

Social Enterprise 

World Forum (Canada)

Previ Integrated 

Report Panel

ONG Brasil

Rio Social Investors Day

Social Business 

Marathon SEBRAE Clinton Global Initiative 

Latin America

RI Americas 2013 (USA)

Estado de 
São Paulo Newspaper

Valor Econômico

Relação com 

Investidores Magazine

PME Exame

FEBRABAN

Globo Ação

O Globo

Boa Chance

Rio City Hall

Folha Online

Estado de Minas Newspaper

Eco Finanças

Folha de São Paulo

Alliance Magazine

Relação com Investidores 
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Our full financial results, audited by BDO RCS Auditoria, are available on our website.

(R$ '000)

FUNDS DISBURSED FOR SOCIAL IMPACT

GROSS OPERATING REVENUES

Loans

Fund Management for Large Donors

Consulting

Donations for Operations

TAXES (IOF, ISS, IR EMP)

Loans

Fund Management for Large Donors

Consulting

NET OPERATING REVENUES

Loans

Fund Management for Large Donors

Consulting

Donations for Operations

EXPENSES

(-) Institutional Development

             Marketing and Business Development

             Transport and Travel

(-) Human Resources

(-) Management, Admin and Operations

             Capital and Office Expenditure

             Outsourced Services

(-) Depreciation and Amortization

SURPLUS/DEFICIT*
* Accumulated deficits are covered by available flex funds



GOVERNANCE

  (2.3,4.1,4.2,4.4,4.14)

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

INSTITUTIONAL

ABOUT THIS REPORT

(4.8) 

MISSION

VISION

VALUES

 (2.7, 4.8)
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The Summary of Results is published annually and is part of SITAWI's policy of transparency with its stakeholders, presenting the organization's prior year 

results. It also partially follows the framework of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), Version 3.1. Now in its fifth year, it collates the results of all activities 

conducted by SITAWI in 2013, with respect to its clients, financial results and governance. All information presented here is taken from SITAWI's internal 

control documents and from data submitted by supported organizations in Brazil. This report is available electronically as a PDF on our website and 

continues from information from the previous report, published in 2014 with reference to 2012. 

Innovation, discipline, and transparency among all of its stakeholders. 

More capital, more types of capital, greater efficiency in its use, and better allocation can transform more lives and the world. Our long-term 

vision is for social and environmental initiatives to have access to a complete range of financial solutions tailored to their levels of risk, return, and 

stage in the organization's life cycle.

To multiply the number of people benefiting from social and environmental initiatives in Brazil by supporting the growth and improvement of 

projects in a range of areas including income generation, the environment, health, culture, and civil rights. 

SITAWI is governed by its assembly, which periodically elects the Executive Directorship, consisting of Director-President (with the role of CEO, 

responsible for administration and fundraising) and Vice-President (responsible for operations). In addition, SITAWI has an advisory board that 

meets quarterly to review our strategy and execution. Stakeholders (supporters, clients, employees, suppliers, the press, board members, 

and others) may contact the board with recommendations or other correspondence. The assembly also elects the Audit Committee, which is 

responsible for approving accounting results. The investment committee for the Social Loan Fund is made up of the CEO and independent 

experts; funds of large donors have individual governance structures. 

We already have two updates for 2014: we launched the study "Mergers and Other Structured Long-Term Collaborations in the Social Sector" 

at the GIFE Conference in March, and kicked off Give More Give Better, a campaign to encourage a stronger donation culture in Brazil (find out 

more at www.givemoregivebetter.com). During the year, we expect to launch additional social funds with new partners. These initiatives reflect 

SITAWI's growth to become a relevant actor in the social impact ecosystem in Brazil and our ability to create partnerships with a wide range of 

institutions. Internally, the strategic partnership in Research and Consulting in sustainable finance is facilitating access to people and institutions 

aligned with SITAWI's mission, allowing us to increase our influence, resources, and impact.
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Profile
1.1. Statement from Executive Director- Pag. 4
2.1. Name of the organization Pag. 5
2.2. Primary activities- Pag. 5
2.3. Operational structure of the organization, including national offices, sections, branches, field offices, main divisions, operating companies,  
       subsidiaries, and joint ventures. - Pag. 13
2.4. Location of organization's headquarters - Rio de Janeiro - RJ - Brazil
2.5. Number of countries where the organization operates- Pag. 5
2.6. Nature of ownership and legal form- Pag. 5
2.7. Target audience and affected stakeholders- Pag. 5
2.8. Scale of the reporting organization: Small Business
2.9. Significant changes during the reporting period regarding size, structure, or ownership- Pag. 8
2.10. Awards received in the reporting period - Pag. 3
3.1. Reporting period- Pag. 13
3.2. Date of most recent previous report- Pag. 13
3.3. Reporting cycle- Pag. 13
3.4. Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents- Pag. 16
3.5. Process for defining report content- Pag. 13
3.6. Boundary of the report- Pag. 13
3.7. Limitations on the scope or boundary of the report- Pag. 13
3.8. Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased facilities, outsourced operations, and other entities that can significantly affect 
       comparability from period to period and/or between organizations- Pag. 13
3.10. Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of information provided in earlier reports, and the reasons for such re-statement- Pag. 13
3.11. Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope, boundary, or measurement methods applied in the report - Pag. 3 e Pag. 8
3.12. Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the report- Pag. 14
4.1. Governance structure of the organization- Pag. 13
4.2 Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an executive officer -Pag. 13
4.3. For organizations that have a unitary board structure, state the number of members of the and/or non-executive members highest governance 
       body that are independent and/or non-executive members. - Pag. 2
4.4. Mechanisms for internal stakeholders (e.g., members), shareholders and employees to provide recommendations or direction to the highest 
       governance body. - Pag. 13
4.8. Declaration of mission, values, conduct codes and relevant internal principles for economic, environmental and social development, as well as 
       the status of implementation- Pag. 13
4.14. List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization- Pag. 12
4.15. Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage- Pag. 6, Pag. 7 e Pag. 8

Economic Performance
EC1. Direct Economic Value - Pag. 12
EC4. Significant financial assistance received from government: In 2013, SITAWI did not receive government financial assistance.

Environmental Performance
EN4. Indirect energy consumption: SITAWI's indirect energy was sourced from hydroelectric and thermoelectric concessionaires. SITAWI consumed 
        2.589 kWh in 2013

Social Performance - Labor Practices and decent work
LA1. Workforce profile: In 2013, SITAWI had 21 collaborators, classified as: 5 service providers, 3 trainees, 3 contractors, 1 salaried worker and 10 
        volunteers

Social Performance - Human Rights
HR1. Percentage and total number of significant investment agreements and contracts that include clauses incorporating human rights concerns, or 
         that have undergone human rights screening: All SITAWI contracts include clauses to ensure our clients respect the human rights of their   
         beneficiaries and workers.

Social Performance - Society
SO3. Percentage of employees trained in organization's anti-corruption policies and procedures: All SITAWI workers are trained on the organization's 
         code of conduct. For example, SITAWI does not accept donations from tobacco or arms corporations.
SO5. Public policy positions and participation in public policy development and lobbying: SITAWI supports the proper implementation of socio-
         environmental public policies and participates in specific techniques activities that are related to Finances for Good actions
S06. Total value of financial and in-kind contributions to political parties, politicians, and related institutions by country: In 2013, SITAWI made no 
        financial services to and received no donations from these groups.

Social Performance - Product Responsibility
PR5. Practices related to customer satisfaction, including results of surveys measuring customer satisfaction: SITAWI carries out an informal telephone 
        survey with 100% of its clients to measure their satisfaction with its services.
PR6. Programs for adherence to laws, standards, and voluntary codes related to marketing communications, including advertising, promotion, and 
        sponsorship: All SITAWI communications respect its stakeholders and adhere to Brazilian marketing laws.

NGO - Non profit system
NGO3. System for program monitoring, evaluation and learning (including measuring program effectiveness and impact), resulting changes to 
            programs and how they are communicated. - Pag. 5
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PROVIDERS OF IN-KIND OR SUBSIDIZED PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

 Arara Studio, CMAG, G. Cohn, Heads., HPN Invest, FluidSurveys, Microsoft, C. Mosse2013

 D. Cardoso, Heads., M. Figueira, Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey Jr. e Quiroga Advogados, L. Moraes, SugarSync, Thomson Reuters  2012

         Foundation

 D. Cardoso, Instituto Pro Bono, Keyassociados, F. Prat, think-cell2011

 Approach, ArteFoco, alôbrasil, D. Cardoso, eSpiral, Instituto Pro Bono2010

 Microsoft, Dropbox2009

(4.14) 

PALLADIUM
F. Carvalho

PLATINUM
M. Alves, J. Bitencourt, G. A. Ferreira, A. Fraga, S. Leão

GOLD
M. Amorim, S. Breyer, G. Hsu, HPN Invest, IBM, V. Nogueira,  E. Smith, T. Solberg, M. Spilberg

SILVER
R. Alvarenga, F. Arana,  Berkeley-Haas 2013 MBA class (Prof. F. Feferman), R. Brunetti, D. Celano, J. Clifford, G. Cohn, I. Dal-Ri, W. B. 

Dominice, E2 SocioAmbiental, M. Finatti, R. Glass, M. Goldwasser,  G. Gonçalves, O. Guzzo, D. Izzo, F. Kaufmann, G. Kfouri, M. Lafer, Lee 

and Linda Meier Family Foundation, L. Letelier, A. Lima, C. Megaron, B. Moraes, P. Orloff, A. Piñeiro, N. Rachman, J. Reis, L. Ribeiro, R. 

Rocha, R. Sant'Anna, B. Scretas, F. Seifert, E.Shinohara, C. Skilnik, E. Stein, Gold Stone, S. Wachsner, I. Wender, M. Zaidan, C. Zyngier
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We would like to thank our Supporters, Partners and Allies for believing in the vision, mission and work of SITAWI - Finance for Good.

+ 218 individual donors from previous years



MULTIPLY YOUR SOCIAL IMPACT

Av. Ataulfo de Paiva, 658/401 

Leblon - Rio de Janeiro - RJ - CEP 22440-033 - Brazil

+55 21 2247 1136 - contact@sitawi.net

www.sitawi.net - facebook.com/FinancasdoBem

Donate online: 
https://doare.org/organizacao/82/sitawi

For donations above R$ 1,000, 
please contact Renata Linhares, 

our Head of Fundraising:
rlinhares@sitawi.net

For donations above R$ 10,000,
please contact Leonardo Letelier, 

our CEO, directly: 
letelier@sitawi.net
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